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The goal of this project is the prediction of protein function by ranking
proteins with respect to Gene Ontology (GO) terms [13], using network-based
methods implemented in the RANKS R package [15], downloadable from CRAN
(https://cran.r-project.org).

1 Data

Three networks representing the functional similarity between proteins are avail-
able:

1. The DanXen network encompasses Danio rerio (zebrafish) and Xenopus
laevis (a small austral frog) proteins.

2. The SacPomDis network includes Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccha-
romyces pombe and Dictyostelium discoideum (unicellular eukaryotes).

3. The (Dros) network is reserved to Drosophila melanogaster (fruit-fly), a
model organism for insects.

Each network is constructed by integrating 8 different sources of information
from public databases (Table 1).

As class labels (groundtruth) for the proteins included in the integrated
network the Gene Ontology BP, MF and CC experimental annotations extracted
from the Swissprot database have been used (http://www.expasy.org/). The
number of the terms (classes) in the three networks varies from 184 to 919 (CC
- Cellular component), from 358 to 2195 (MF - Molecular Function), and from
2281 to 5037 (BP - Biological Processes). The number of nodes (proteins) in the
DanXen, Dros and SacPomDis networks is respectively 6250, 3195 and 15836.

Availability of the data. All the data (networks and annotations) are down-
loadable from: http://homes.di.unimi.it/DMB1617. The directory Nets in-
clude the network files, where networks are represented as named symmetric
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Database Type of data

PRINTS [1] Motif fingerprints
PROSITE [5] Protein domains and families
Pfam [3] Protein domain
SMART[8] Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (database annotations)
InterPro [9] Integrated resource of protein families, domains and functional sites
Protein Superfamilies[4] Structural and functional annotations
EggNOG [10] Evolutionary genealogy of genes: Non-supervised Orthologous Groups
Swissprot [2] Manually curated keywords describing the function of the proteins

at different degrees of abstraction

Table 1: Data base and type of data used to construct the integrated protein similarity
network

adjacency matrices, whose entries represent the weights of the underlying graph.
Rows and columns have names corresponding to the protein identifiers. The di-
rectory Annotations include the annotations of the proteins. Rows are proteins
(and correspond to the rows/columns of the networks in the Nets directory) and
columns correspond to GO terms. If A is a matrix of annotations, A[i, j] = 1
if protein i is annotated with the GO term j, otherwise A[i, j] = 0. Note that
some annotations files are numbered since they are split in parts: for instance.
danxen1.ann.BP.rda, danxen2.ann.BP.rda are DanXen GO BP annotations
in which GO terms are split in 2 separated sets.

2 Methods

Each group have to apply the following methods to the prediction of protein
functions, all implemented in the R RANKS package:

1. The guilt-by-association method [14], implemented in the do.GBA function
of the package.

2. The random walk algorithm [7], implemented in the do.RW function of the
package.

3. The kernelized scored functions [11], implemented in the do.RANKS func-
tion of the package.

3 Experimental setup

To evaluate the generalization performance of the methods each group should
apply a 5-fold cross-validation experimental setting.

To compare the results between methods the following metrics should be
used: 1) “per class” ranking measures, i.e. the Area Under the Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristic curve (AUROC) and the Area Under the Precision Recall
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Curve (AUPRC); 2) a “per-example” metric, i.e. the multiple-label hierarchical
F-score. If we indicate as TPj(t), TNj(t) and FPj(t) respectively the number
of true positives, true negatives and false positives for the protein j at threshold
t, we can define the “per-example” multiple-label precision Prec(t) and recall
Rec(t) at a given threshold t as:

Prec(t) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

TPj(t)

TPj(t) + FPj(t)
Rec(t) =

1

n

n∑
j=1

TPj(t)

TPj(t) + FNj(t)
(1)

where n is the number of examples (proteins). In other words Prec(t) (Rec(t))
is the average multi-label precision (recall) across the examples. The F-score
multi-label depends on t and according to CAFA2 experimental setting [6], the
maximum achievable F-score (Fmax) should be adopted as the main multi-label
“per-example” metric:

Fmax = maxt
2Prec(t)Rec(t)

Prec(t) + Rec(t)
(2)

Note that AUROC is automatically computed by the do.GBA, do.RW and
do.RANKS functions of the RANKS package (using the PerfMeas package from
CRAN). To compute the AUPRC I suggest to use the precrec CRAN package.
The F-score multi-label can be computed through the function find.best.f

available in the source R file F-hier.R.
Note that the methods should be run only on classes having 5 or more

annotations: the classes (GO terms) having less than 5 annotations should be
removed.

4 Tasks to be performed by each group

One of the three networks listed in Section 1 and one the ontologies (BP, MF,
CC) will be assigned to each group. Considering the large number of classes
included in the BP ontology, the BP GO terms to be predicted have been split
in two (DanXen and Dros) and four (SacPomDis) parts. Additionally also MF
terms have been split in 4 parts with. SacPomDis Each group should predict
the GO terms associated to each protein for only the assigned network and the
assigned GO ontology or subpart of the GO ontology in case of BP predictions.

For instance the following data could be assigned to a group: the sacpomdis.UA.net.filt.rda
network (SacPomDis) as functional network and sacpomdis3.ann.BP.rda for
the corresponding BP annotations.

For the assigned network and GO ontology (or subpart of the GO ontology
for BP), each group should provide:

1. The scores computed by each method (Section 2) for each protein and
each GO term.

2. For each GO term the computed AUROC and the corresponding average
values across classes (GO terms) for each of the considered methods.
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3. For each protein the corresponding hierarchical F-score, as well as the
average Hierarchical F-score, precision and recall across proteins.

4. For the random walk algorithm, consider at least the predictions obtained
with 1 and 2 steps.

5. For the kernelized score functions (RANKS), consider at least the pre-
dictions obtained with 1 and 2 steps random walk kernels and both the
average and the nearest-neighbour score functions.

6. A report including the experimental set-up, the results and a brief discus-
sion of the obtained results. In particular use R graphics to present and
analyze the results, and to compare the results achieved by the different
methods.

7. The R code used for the experiments should be added as an appendix to
the report.

5 Optional work

This part is not mandatory for the exam. The predictions for the Homo sapiens
proteins can be computed in the same way as explained in the previous Section 4
using the Homo sapiens STRING functional network [12] (homo.string10.rda)
and one of the corresponding GO term annotations for CC, MF or BP (homo.ann.BP.rda,
homo.ann.MF.rda, homo.ann.CC.rda).
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